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Evolution Energy Partners (Evolution Sustainability Group) is a full-service energy management,
engineering, and consulting firm offering best-in-class sustainability, energy efficiency, procurement,
and analytical solutions. Our mission is simple—to advise, design, procure, and build solutions that
provide measured value to our client’s sustainable footprint. We do this through effective energy
management and increased efficiency while maximizing savings to the organization. EEP’s
customers enjoy a positive impact on the bottom line by leveraging a comprehensive suite of
services that mitigate risk, enhance stakeholder/asset value, and provide a foundation to increase
corporate citizenship and sustainable practices.

Energy expenses are the second largest expense category in the commercial sector—working with
a trusted energy consultant can significantly impact annual energy costs. How organizations use
energy is an important factor in managing energy spend. Our comprehensive suite of services,
support both the supply and demand side of energy spend.

Supply Procurement Strategies

With current energy prices coming off extreme lows, now is the time to lock in long-term contracts.
Savings of up to 20% can be realized. Partnering with EEP adds an extra layer of assurance
through energy risk management services. EEP’s team analyzes market dynamics and client
budgetary and risk guidelines, to create a customized program specifically for your organization.

Energy Efficiency and Sustainability

Energy efficiency and sustainability initiatives can reduce utility spend by up to 30% a year. The
EEP engineering team provides fully implemented turnkey energy efficiency projects with strong
return on investment (ROI). To get started, EEP conducts thorough facility audits at no cost or
obligation. With available rebates and incentive programs, many projects require no up-front capital
to start.

Protecting your energy portfolio info@evolutionep.comcan be accomplished with a good partner.
Contact our team today at info@evolutionep.com or 877-280-4655. 



Visit our website at www.evolutionep.com.
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